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ABSTRACT

Providing critical thinking skills to people in an exciting and engaging manner is an issue that can hopefully be resolved with the introduction of a newly created autochess game [1][2]. Because this game only allows player interaction to occur before the battle starts in the preparation phase, the game encourages the player to think ahead and predict how the player’s team can defeat the enemy team based on which cards are selected to be added. To test the effectiveness of the game at improving the critical thinking skills of its players, an experiment was conducted in which five example questions from the Watson-Glaser test were provided to the participants of the survey to answer, then the participants would play through all three levels of the game [3]. Then, the participants would try the same five questions from the Watson-Glaser test again [4]. The results of the survey indicate that the game only provided a slight improvement in critical thinking skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The game is an autochess about mythical creatures [5]. Players would choose minions representing different creatures in mythology each round with combat between minions played out automatically. This game is made this way because it drew inspiration from a gamemode from one of my favorite games, Hearthstone. I chose the topic of mythological monsters because it is a topic very interesting but not mentioned a lot in games. As people may not be too familiar with mythological creatures, this game can help to educate them on what some popular mythological creatures can do and what they look like. Furthermore, not many people are familiar with autochess games and do not understand the appeal of these games or how to play these games. Autochess games are strategy games since they involve the player performing all their actions during the preparation phase and watching how well they did in the battle phase. This is very different from many other popular game genres, such as first-person shooters, as the player cannot interact with the game at all during the battle phase.

The most popular existing game of the genre is Hearthstone Battlegrounds mode [6]. It is based on the auto-battler genre with eight players competing in matches by recruiting minions over several rounds [7]. Auto-battler is a genre of games with automatic gameplay by the minions. Players would recruit their own minions and let them fight with enemies. Hearthstone
Battlegrounds combines this genre with its trading card game nature to form the new mode. Another existing game is Teamfight Tactics, which also introduces the same game mechanics as a typical autochess game does. A unique mechanic that Teamfight Tactics introduces is items that can be added to units to enhance their stats or can give them new abilities or effects. While there are not many glaringly large issues in each of these games, these games may have minor bugs that could hamper the gameplay experience, which is usually patched a few days after a new update is released. Another complaint that these games commonly have is how long it takes to understand and become good at the game. People who are proficient at the game often spend hundreds upon hundreds of hours on the game, and newer players become discouraged from continuing to play the game after realizing how wide the skill gap between themselves and more experienced players is.

The process of the gameplay is first, the player will be shown a panel with the enemy (computer) minions and their powers. Then the player would choose their minions. In battle, the player's minion on the left will attack first, followed by the enemy's minion on the left and the player's second minion on the left, etc.

The main difference between Hearthstone Battlegrounds and my game is that the minions in Battlegrounds are brought each round and the quality of them varies depending on upgrades while all minions in my game are chosen pre-match and there is no obvious difference between the strength of minions. Also, there are eight players in a Hearthstone Battlegrounds game while my game is purely PVE. The same differences can be said about Teamfight Tactics as well, but Teamfight Tactics also has an item mechanic to further improve a unit, which my game does not. Overall, these two games are much more complex than my game.

An experiment was conducted to see whether the game has a significant effect on improving the player's critical thinking skills. To test this, eleven participants were gathered to take a test for critical thinking skills. There were five questions on the test, and each one tested a different field of critical thinking. Then, the participants would play the three levels of the game. After completing the game, they would come back and complete the same test again. They were encouraged to read the questions carefully and see if a different answer would fit better as opposed to the one that was chosen before. Because the test and the questions were the same before and after, this would reduce any confounding variables. A table was used to record whether the answers that each participant chose improved from before and after playing the game, as well as which question each participant did well in. The goal of the experiment is to compare each participant’s results before and after and see whether there was a significant impact on critical thinking skills from playing the game. Furthermore, by listing down which questions each participant got correct, information can be gathered as to whether a specific critical thinking skill was impacted more significantly than others.

The rest of the paper will contain paragraphs about the challenges that were faced during the process of making the game. The details of the overall creation of the game as well as the solutions to some of the challenges are mentioned in the next section. In the section after, an experiment was designed and performed to test whether the game had a significant impact on critical thinking skills. Relevant games were mentioned and compared and contrasted to my game. Finally, concluding remarks and a self-reflection on how the game could be improved in the near future were mentioned.

2. Challenges

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.
2.1. The UI

One challenge I faced while making the game was the UI. Designing and implementing a good UI is a difficult feat. The background cannot be too messy, dark, or distracting. The buttons and fonts all need to look appealing and visible. When the player sees a button, the player should be able to immediately recognize that it is a pressable button that has an effect on the game. Also, interfaces for displaying cards are difficult to design to make them easily readable for the players. The battle scene is the hardest part because it needs to have clear indications of what’s going on and interesting effects.

2.2. The artistic parts of the game

Another challenge was the artistic parts of the game such as the background, icons, and images for cards. I didn’t want to download existing drawings or designs for them, as this would take a long time and not all of the downloaded drawings would work well with one another. Therefore, I drew the icons and images, which would ensure that they would work well with each other and help to maintain a consistent artistic style in the game. It’s very time-consuming work to do; each image for cards took at least two hours to draw. However, I believe that it was well worth the effort.

2.3. Finding resources

Finding resources about sound effects, visual effects, and fonts is also very challenging [8]. There are plenty of sound effects online but many are not suitable and the few that are suitable sometimes don’t fit with each other very well. So, it took me a long time to find and download the sound effects that I wanted. Visual effects are less difficult to find but harder to implement with particles and other features. Fonts are hard because they need to match the artistic style of the game and many fonts have their flaws such as not having certain punctuation marks. Taking all of these asset choices into consideration and making sure they worked smoothly with one another was something that took much time and effort, but the game now has a very well-defined and consistent style as a result.

3. Solution

The game was created in Unity, and the functionality of the game was implemented using C# scripts [9]. When the game first starts up, the player is brought into the main menu screen, and when the player enters the game scene, they are introduced to a map featuring three levels. Regardless of which level the player chooses, they are brought into the preparation phase of the
In this phase, the enemy cards are revealed to the player, and several possible card choices are provided for the player. The player will then choose five of the possible cards for their team, then continue into the battle phase [10]. In the battle phase, the player will not be able to interact with the game, and the player and enemy cards will battle each other automatically. Whichever team is left with cards remaining at the end of the battle wins. If the player wins, they get to move on to the next level. Otherwise, they will have to restart the level in hopes that they can win the next time.

We made the main menu like this, with a title, play button, tutorial, and settings button. A particle system is used to create some background effects of drifting ashes.

The text in the menus is implemented using TextMeshPro objects, which makes it easy to customize high-quality text. When the tutorial button or tab key is pressed, the tutorial page will pop up.
The tutorial page explains the components of a card, including the health of the card, the amount of damage it deals when it attacks, and the amount of damage it deals when it defends. It can be opened at any time throughout the game in the bottom left corner. This is done by assigning a button to the question mark icon at the bottom left, and the button contains a script that toggles the tutorial panel.

The play button in the main menu opens the map, as the play button prompts the GameSceneManager script to switch to a different scene in the game. The same particle system is still used here for the ashes.

Each button on the map is linked to a level. In the game, only the first level is available, and the next level will only be available after the first level is completed.
In the code, methods called UpdateActiveVisual, SetLevelActive, and SwitchToLevel are used to control the activeness of levels and the switching to a specific level. For UpdateActiveVisual, each level from a list of specified levels is iterated through and is set to active.

![Figure 8. The preparation phase scene](image)

The preparation phase scene involves constructing a deck and viewing enemy cards before the battle. Because the player has information as to what cards the enemy will use, the player can more easily come up with a strategy to counter the enemy team. When any of the cards are clicked, they will be placed in the card slots at the bottom of the screen, indicating that they will be brought into the battle phase.

![Figure 9. Cards](image)

The stats and skill information of a selected card would be listed at the right of the screen. This not only provides the user with a close look at the stats of a card but also gives a brief description of the card’s unique skill or ability. The stats and the description are all sections of the main card game object, which are composed of an icon, an attack damage stat, a deflect damage stat, a health stat, and a skill description.
A segment of code in the function EnemyCardPreview is used to create a copy of the enemy’s deck to show players what to expect. The bottom part of the code, which is a for loop that loops through the cards, is used to animate the cards’ path from spawning in the middle of the scene towards the left of the screen where they will stay. This animation can be seen at the beginning of the preparation phase.

In the battle scene, the bottom cards are the player’s cards and the cards at the top are the enemy’s. The player always attacks first starting from the first one at left.
The code for choosing a card to attack and changing the card attacking and the code for skills of different cards is inside a battle script, which activates during the battle phase of the game and causes the cards to automatically attack the opposing team. The skills of each of the cards are stored in an enumeration.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

To test if the game could improve critical thinking skills, eleven participants were asked to take a Google Survey form with five questions on it that tested for critical thinking skills. The first one tested for deductions, the second one tested for recognition of assumptions, the third one tested for inferences, the fourth one tested for interpretations, and the fifth one tested for evaluation of arguments. Since there are eleven participants in the experiment, the sample size should be large enough to account for any variability. Furthermore, the participants were able to share their thoughts about the experiment or game freely in a free-response section at the bottom of the Google Survey form. Once the participants were done, they would play all three levels of the game and try the same test again. They were encouraged to reread the question and explore the different answer choices.
Table 1. Result of experiment 1 (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant #</th>
<th>Deduction</th>
<th>Recognition</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the experiment show that the majority of the critical thinking categories were improved after playing the game. The inference category experienced the most improvement among the participants. Interestingly, the only critical thinking category in which no improvements were made at all was the recognition category. Many of the results stayed the same before and after playing the game, although it was encouraged for the participants to reread the questions carefully and consider if a different answer would be better. This could indicate that some participants were insistent that their original answer was the correct one or felt that they would choose an incorrect answer if they chose differently. This idea can be reinforced by the participants’ feedback, in which some participants mentioned that they felt as if second-guessing themselves and choosing a different answer from their original answer would lead to a lower score.

The results of the experiment indicate that while the game does correlate with an improvement in the scores of critical thinking questions, the impact is not very significant. This is an expected result, as the improvement of critical thinking skills that can be achieved from playing three levels in a game will likely not be very large. Furthermore, the types of critical thinking skills vary greatly between the game and the questions. While the game tests for coming up with a strategy based on given information and coming up with an optimal team, some of the questions in the test require skills in recognition of assumptions and evaluation of arguments. However, with the question that tested for the ability to make inferences, there was a more noticeable improvement among the participants. Therefore, it appears that while the game can positively impact its players in terms of critical thinking skills, it appears to specialize in improving a particular type of critical thinking.

5. RELATED WORK

The game is under the genre of auto-battler. Auto-battler is a subgenre of strategy games that features chess-like elements in which the player places minions on a grid-like battlefield during the preparation round and then fights the opponent’s minions without the player’s direct control. The genre was popularized by Dota Auto Chess in early 2019, and more studios have since released games in the genre, such as Teamfight Tactics by Riot Games, Dota Auto Chess by Valve, and Hearthstone Battlegrounds by Blizzard.

Teamfight Tactics by Riot Games is one of the most famous auto-battler games [11]. It is a spin-off of League of Legends and was drastically different compared to my game although they are
under the same genre. Firstly, the Battlegrounds of Teamfight Tactics is like a chessboard. Minions would walk around and fight in the chessboard-like arena and it is influential to the gameplay because distance and formation are important for a battlefield that uses the x-axis and y-axis. Secondly, the minions of Teamfight Tactics are like characters instead of mere foot soldiers. They have complex stats, skills, traits, and equipment that could be utilized to influence the outcome of each battle. Equipment and traits systems are also big differences as there is plenty of equipment in Teamfight Tactics derived from League of Legends that are critical to the capacity of minions. A minion with good equipment is far more powerful than the ones without any. Traits are like positions labeled to each minion but can effectively buff them when multiple minions of the same traits are placed in the battle. The last main difference is the money system. There is a complete monetary system in Teamfight Tactics. Players would gain interest according to the money they have, the winning strikes, and winning a fight. The money would be used to buy minions and equipment (Casian & Zannato). In my game, there is nothing to be brought during the gameplay; players would build their deck out of existing cards pregame.

Dota Auto Chess is another favorite game of the genre, and it is the first auto-battler game to be created [12]. Dota Auto Chess was made in a mode in the game Dota 2 and became famous shortly after its release. This game also has a chess-like board, relatively more complex minions, traits, and a monetary system but no equipment. Players also need to buy minions each round, and this inspired other auto-battler games to be created in the future (Ponomarenko & Sirotkin). While the characters or units in Dota Auto Chess are able to be bought each round with currency, the units in our game do not require any currency, and the player is able to choose any card that appears in the pool of selectable characters in the preparation phase.

Hearthstone is the source of inspiration for the gameplay of my game [13]. The Battlegrounds mode of Hearthstone converted the chess-like auto-battler into the card game format of Hearthstone perfectly. Hearthstone Battlegrounds is an unusual auto-battler game in the form of a turn-based card game. The biggest difference between Hearthstone Battlegrounds (and my game) and other auto-battler games is card minions vs. character minions. Hearthstone is a trading card game, and all minions and the fundamental principles of gameplay are all based on cards. This was transformed into Battlegrounds mode and was drastically changed as a result. One difference is that the cards in Battlegrounds have their own or shared mechanics that can strengthen the whole deck. Some mechanics are shared and are endowed to the cards in a word, such as Taunt (“Enemies must attack minions that have Taunt.”) and Windfury (“Can attack twice each turn.”); some need a whole line written on the minion to explain, such as “Whenever a friendly Beast dies, gain +2/+1.” Besides that, because there is always a side who attacks first in a card game of any kind, in Battlegrounds, a player is chosen randomly to attack at the beginning of each fight followed by the attack of their opponent. Each of their first cards at the left would attack a random target of the opposing team. Also, different from the minions’ skills of other auto-battlers, there is a hero in Battlegrounds that has a skill. Each player will choose a hero before the game. One last big difference is the quest system. There are many quests in Battlegrounds that players can choose when they enter a given round. Each quest requires players to do some specific work such as “Play 5 Battlecry minions.” and will provide powerful rewards when the quest is done (Zolboot et al.). While Battlegrounds is more complex and has a wider selection of cards, my game is much simpler and sticks to a simple artistic style.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In short, I have made an auto-battler card game with the theme of mythical creatures [14]. All of the UI elements and images of the game are drawn by myself. The general concept of an auto-battler is that all of the player interaction is done during a preparation phase, then the player units and the enemy units battle each other. During the battle phase, the user is not able to interact with
the game. Whichever team still has units left alive at the end wins. The game was designed to improve the critical thinking skills of its players, as it requires thinking ahead and coming up with a strategy to defeat the enemy’s team. An experiment was conducted to test whether the game significantly improved its players’ critical thinking skills. Eleven participants gathered to take a critical thinking test, then played all three levels of the game [15]. They went back to the test to take it again, and the differences in scores before and after playing the game were compared. Although the other critical thinking skills did not seem to have much of a significant improvement, the inference skill had a fairly noticeable improvement. While the game does not seem to improve all types of critical thinking, it is effective at improving its players’ ability to make inferences.

The current limitations are that the sound effects and music of the game are not up to standard. The sound effects are limited and imperfect and there is no background music. Also, there are just a few cards and levels in the game. Only a handful of cards exist and they don’t have much of a combo. Ideally, having a synergy between a specific group of cards could allow for more strategy and provide more depth to the game. These limited amounts of cards with just three levels make the game not replayable, and players will likely get bored after just fifteen minutes of playing the game.

If I have time, I would implement better sound effects, some background music, and perhaps a story. More cards need to be added so I would also add more levels and unlock cards for each level. There should be some combos between cards featuring mythical creatures of similar elements or traits. When more cards are added, an inventory system could be added to the game as well.
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